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Fundamental properties of 2D materials
About the Project
The main goal of the research done within the group is the development of models which
describe the properties of novel two dimensional materials. The best known case is graphene,
which permits the fabrication of films of widths comparable to the radius of a single atom. After
the synthesis of graphene, many other two dimensional materials have been fabricated, with a
broad range of properties.
Finally, layers of different materials can be combined, leading to “metamaterials” with predesigned features.
The models developed in the group emphasize those properties which are unique to these
materials, and they include geometrical and structural features, electronic properties, and the
possible formation of superconducting and magnetic phases. The group also considers devices
based on these materials, highlighting those with functionalities which cannot be achieved in
devices fabricated using other materials.
The research being carried out is expected to be useful for descriptions of these materials at the
atomic scale, and also in samples of sizes much larger than the separation between atoms. A
wide variety of techniques in theoretical physics are applied, from numerical calculations to the
use of topological arguments, or methods based on the renormalization group.
The models developed in the group are checked against experimental results, and they
contribute to their interpretation. A significant fraction of the research done by the group is
carried out in collaboration with experimental teams.
A typical background would be in condensed matter and statistical physics, with experience in
modelling of materials and computational methods. The main areas of work would be in the
following.

Modelling of 2D materials:







Novel electronic and structural properties of twisted bilayer graphene and related
systems. Extensions to other two dimensional materials: hBN, transition metal
dichalcogenides
Stacks of 2D layers with different properties. Combinations of superconducting and
magnetic layers. Proximity effects. Role of spin-orbit coupling. Emergence of new
features.
Interplay between geometric structure and electronic properties. Role of natural and
induced deformations.
Local modulations of the properties of 2D materials. Application to the design of
nanoscale devices.

https://nanociencia.imdea.org/graphene/group-home

How to apply
This is a competitive fellowship opportunity, funded through “la Caixa” INPhINIT programme.
Interested candidates should get in contact (paco.guinea@imdea.org) for an informal discussion
about the project and how we can support your application.

About IMDEA Nanociencia
IMDEA Nanociencia is an interdisciplinary research centre dedicated to the exploration of basic
nanoscience and the development of applications of nanotechnology in connection with
innovative industries. Our purpose-built building was inaugurated in 2014 and the institute has
since been consecutively awarded with the highest national recognition of scientific excellence
and international impact. The institute has a high scientific output >2,000 indexed publications
(~200 per year, >80% in Q1 journals) and counts with state-of-the-art facilities in over 40
operative laboratories.
We are located at the UAM-CSIC Cantoblanco Campus, a highly competitive world–class
research environment with access to facilities from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
(UAM), several Spanish Scientific Research Council (CSIC) centres and Madrid Science Park. The
Cantoblanco Campus is just a few minutes away from Madrid’s lively city centre, connected by
“cercanías” trains and several bus lines.
IMDEA Nanociencia hosts over 200 scientists in a true international and inclusive environment,
who tackle complex multidisciplinary problems through scientific excellence and best practice.
We are fully committed to equality and diversity in the workplace and we encourage
applications from all candidates irrespective of their background.

proyectos.nanociencia@imdea.org
@IMDEANano
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